


Welcome to the CENTER FOR APPLIED ISOTOPE STUDIES (CAIS), and the 
amazing world of Radiocarbon DATING - where archaeologists and physicists 
use science to unlock the past! we're going to be showing you how the carbon 
inside ancient bones can tell us how old something is - even something that's 
been buried in the earth for thousands of years.

Doing this kind of science takes a whole team of people. Here are the 
archaeologists and research scientists at CAIS who make Radiocarbon Dating 
possible - they're going to tell you what Radiocarbon dating is used for, 
how it works and how they do it.
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Our story begins a long way away, at an archaeological excavation in alaska...

Hey, 
Josh! come 
and look at 

this!

Hmm. 
It's a piece 
of caribou 
antler... 

It looks like 
it was originally 

worked...

archaeologists like Josh are looking for evidence to determine 
when our ancestors lived and hunted in this part of the world.

It would be really 
useful to our research 
to know exactly how old 
this piece of antler is...

I'll 
phone Alex 
at CAIS...

worked: made into a 
tool or other object

Where Josh and his team have just made a 
very interesting discovery... 



AT CAIS in Georgia:

Hi Josh! 
How can I 

help?

I've found a piece of 
caribou antler and I 

think it was worked. Is 
there any way of finding 

out how old it is?

Sure! Antler is 
bone, so it grows - 

which means that it has 
inside it the carbon 
isotopes we need for 
Radiocarbon dating...

However, 
caribou shed their 

antlers every winter. 
Once antler is shed it 

stops growing - and stops 
absorbing carbon. So we 
will only be able to tell 

when the antler was shed - 
not when it was made into 

a tool. Will that help 
your research?

Carbon 
in the 

atmosphere 
is absorbed 
by plants

... and then absorbed by 
animals when they eat.

These carbon 
isotopes are 

present in every 
living, growing part 

of the animal ...

shed antlers - 
useful for tools!

- including 
their antlers.
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Yes, 
it will. Even 
knowing when 
the antler was 
collected will 
be useful.

I'll need 
to see how 

well the antler 
is preserved - 

that will tell me 
whether there's 

enough collagen in 
the bone for us 

to use.

Great! 
I'll send you 
the piece of 

antler!

The antler is carefully 
packaged and sent to CAIS.

collagen makes up almost a quarter of our 
bodies. the bone, cartilage, tendons and 
skin of all animals are made of collagen. 

Antler is also made from collagen.

... is formed of lots 
of tiny fibers...

... which are 
made of strands 
called fibrils...

... which are formed of twisted 
collagen molecules. It's the carbon 
inside these molecules that can be 

used for radiocarbon dating.

Collagen found inside 
the antler...
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And finally, put through a fiberglass filter and dried.

Here's 
the 

antler, 
katie!

Before 
I do anything 

else, I have to 
clean the antler - 
it's still got soil 
on it from the 

excavation!

At CAIS, Katie's job is to get the collagen out of the antler.

It is soaked in cold 
hydrochloric acid...

Katie cuts a small 
piece of the antler to 

use as a sample.

The sample is rinsed 
in sodium 
hydroxide...

Then it is rinsed 
in de-ionized 

water...

And 
what's left 
are collagen 
fibers - all 

ready for the 
next step!

 ... which dissolves the 
unwanted mineral part of 

the antler.

... and 
hydrochloric 

acid to remove 
contaminants.

... heated to 8O degrees  
centigrade...

  ...for 8-i2 
hours...



... in the form of 
carbon dioxide gas.

Next, Carla's job is to get the carbon out of the collagen..

To do 
that, we First 

we turn it into a 
gas, then we turn 

it back into a 
solid!

The ampoule is heated to 
575 degrees centigrade.

... creating graphite:

The graphite is 
then pressed 
into a solid 

lump...
...which 

we call a 
"target". This 
is now ready 
for the next 

step!

I seal 
the collagen 

fibers and some 
copper oxide 

inside this pyrex 
ampoule.

To remove the oxygen 
and get pure carbon, 
hydrogen gas and iron 
are added and heated 

again, to 58O

degrees centigrade...

This releases carbon...

a pure form of 
carbon.



I take the 
target and 

place it inside the 
Accelerator mass 

Spectrometer - the 
A.M.S.

A very high voltage - one 
million volts - is used to 
accelerate the carbon 

atoms to very high speeds.

At the source, carbon 
atoms pick up a 
negative charge.

There are three kinds 
of carbon, each with a 

different atomic weight: 
Carbon-i2, carbon-i3 

and carbon-i4.

The total number of 
protons + neutrons is 
the "atomic weight" of 

the carbon atom.

Each of these 
different kinds is 
called an "isotope".

Ravi's job is to place the sample in the A.M.S. and 
measure the amount of each carbon isotope.

They go through vacuum 
chambers and pass 

between alternating 
electrical and magnetic 

fields.
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The A.M.S. 
machine allows us 

to find out how much 
carbon-i2 and carbon-i3 

there is in a sample 
compared to how much 
carbon-i4. This kind of 
comparison is called a 

"ratio".

the amounts of Carbon-i2 
and carbon-i3 isotopes 
in antler don't change 
when the antler stops 

growing...

... but the carbon i4 
isotope is unstable, 

and starts to 
slowly disappear 

in a process called 
"radioactive decay".

The A.M.S. machine 
uses electrical 

and magnetic fields 
to separate these 

isotopes.
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The amount of each 

isotope is then measured 
with detectors inside the 

A.M.S. machine.

So a sample will 
always contain 

different amounts 
of each isotope.
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The whole process of taking a sample, collecting the collagen, getting the 
carbon out of the collagen and separating out the isotopes is about finding 
out this ratio - which we will now use to calculate how old the antler is.



I've 
sent you 
the A.M.S. 

data from the 
antler sample, 

alex.

Thanks, 
Ravi. I'll start 

processing this data 
and calibrating the 
radiocarbon date 

using the carbon i3 - 
carbon i4 ratio.

This ratio tells us that the 
antler which this sample came 

from was shed 
approximately 
980 years ago.

I'll phone Josh 
and tell him the 

result!

The antler started out with the 
same proportion of Carbon-i3 and 

carbon-i4 as there was in the 
atmosphere...

over time, the amount of 
carbon-i3 didn't change, but 

radioactive decay meant that the 
amount of carbon-i4 got less...

the bigger the difference between the amount of carbon-i3 
and carbon-i4, the older the antler is.



Radiocarbon dating is a way to accurately calculate the age of anything 
which was once living and growing in the past up to 5o,ooo years ago.

Laboratories like the Center for Applied Isotope Studies play a big part 
in helping to tell the story of how our ancestors lived.

... by using physics and chemistry to help archaeologists unlock the past!

980 years 
old? That's 
amazing! 

your 
results have 

answered a lot 
of questions - 
and made a big 

difference to my 
research!

what things in this picture 
could be used for 

radiocarbon dating?
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Can you get through this maze, picking up each of 
the items needed to complete a Radiocarbon date? 
Use a pencil to do the maze, making sure you go 

through the following squares in the right order:

i. antler 
fragment

2. collagen
sample

3. target 4. ratio



¿Puedes pasar a través de este laberinto, recogiendo 
cada uno de los elementos necesarios para completar 

una fecha de radiocarbono? Utiliza un lápiz para hacer 
el laberinto, asegurándote de que vas a través de los 

cuadrados. ¡todos en el orden correcto!

i. el 
fragmento 
de cuerno

2. colágeno

3. blanco 4. proporción


